POWER SYSTEM FAULT ANALYSIS USING DATA FROM A SIEMENS 7SA513 NUMERICAL DISTANCE PROTECTION RELAY

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main conditions that a power system must fulfill is ensuring the continuous supply of electricity to consumers. Ensuring uninterrupted operation of a power system is of great importance, both because the consequences of a power system fault can be very severe and that power system faults are most likely to appear than other system faults. This paper presents the analysis of a single phase ground fault occurred on 400 kV overhead line Arad – Mintia cleared by the numerical protection relay 7SA513. It presents how the relay behaves before the fault and during it. Numerical distance protection relay 7SA513 provided fast, reliable and selective clearance off the single phase ground fault occurred.
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of a numerical protection
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continuously calculated. For the calculation of a phase – earth loop (example single phase ground fault, Figure 2) it must be observed that the impedance of the earth return path is not normally equal with the impedance of the phase.

In the loop equation

\[ L_{L3} \cdot Z_{L} - L_{E} \cdot Z_{E} = U_{L3-E} \]  

\( Z_{E} \) is replaced by \( \frac{Z_{L}}{Z_{E}} \) which gives us

\[ L_{L3} \cdot Z_{L} - L_{E} \cdot \frac{Z_{L}}{Z_{E}} = U_{L3-E} \]  

From this equation we obtains the line impedance:

\[ Z_{L} = \frac{U_{L3-E}}{L_{L3} - \frac{Z_{L}}{Z_{E}} L_{E}} \]  

3. SIEMENS 7SA513 POWER SYSTEM FAULT ANALYSIS

For the analysis of a real time power system fault cleared by the numerical protection relay 7SA513, we will analyze a single phase ground fault occurred on voltage level 400 kV overhead line Arad–Mintia. Fault analysis involves interpretation of the oscillographic fault record and measurement values saved by the relay when the fault occurred. The relay is parameterized to perform an oscillographic record whenever a protection function set active in the relay pickups. In the oscillographic record the relay stores the voltage and current values on all three phases of the line over a period of 0.2 seconds before and 0.6 seconds after the pickup as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Phase – earth short-circuit loop](image1)

If the impedance value is within the tripping characteristic, the relay will issue a trip command due to the fact that a fault occurred.

It can be noticed that in the 0.2 seconds before the appearance of the power fault, the voltage and current values on the three phases are normal.

Figure 4 contains the voltage and current values on each phase of the line, the phase difference between them, the presence of the DC component and harmonics on each phase of the line.

![Figure 3. Voltage and current values on all three phases of the line](image2)

Moving the cursor at time moment \( t = 20 \) ms, we can read the fault current value on the affected phase. As shown in Figure 5, the fault occurs between ground and phase L2 of the line, with a fault current of 2.66 kA. We also notice a decrease of voltage on the affected phase and the occurrence of the zero sequence component of the voltage and current.
Using these values, we can analyze the current and voltage vector diagrams before and after the power fault occurs (Figure 6 and 7). It can be noticed that before the power fault appears, the current and voltage values are normal with a phase difference between them of 180 degrees. It can be noticed that when the power fault appears, the current on phase L2 has a bigger value than the other two currents while the voltage on phase L2 decreases. For a correct analysis of how the numerical 7SA513 relay worked, we need to interpret the binary signals saved on the oscillographic record (Figure 8).

It is noticed that when the power fault appears, the distance protection function picks-up detecting a fault between phase L2 and ground N (Dev.FltDetL2 and Dev.FltDetN) in forward direction (Dist.For.Dir). The fault is also detected by other protection functions set active when the relay was parameterized (Back.Gen.Fault).

Figure 6. Current and voltage vector diagram before the power fault

Figure 7. Current and voltage vector diagram at the moment of the power fault

Figure 8. Binary signals saved by the numerical relay

Figure 9. Current and voltage vector diagram during the automatic reclosure dead time

Figure 10. Reappearance of the fault between phase L2 and ground

The relay issues a trip command of phase L2 (Dev. Trip L2). After phase L2 control breaker opens, the automatic reclosure dead time activates. Usually, this dead time last between 1 to 1.2 seconds, time needed for the electric arc to extinguish. Phase L2 control breaker opened can be seen in the voltage and current vector diagram during the automatic reclosure dead time (Figure 9).

After the automatic reclosure dead time expires, the relay commands the phase L2 control breaker reclosure. After reclosure, we can see that the fault between phase L2 and ground reappears (Figure 10). For a correct analysis of

Figure 11. Binary signals saved by the numerical relay
how the numerical 7SA513 relay worked after the reclosure, we need to interpret the binary signals saved on the oscillographic record (Figure 11).

It can be noticed that after reclosure, the distance protection function picks-up redetecting the fault between phase L2 and ground N (Dev.FltDetL2 and Dev.FltDetN) in forward direction (Dist.For.Dir). This time though, the relay commands a definitive trip of all three phases of the line (Dev.Trip L1, Dev.Trip L2 and Dev.Trip L3). In this case, we have an unsuccessful automatic reclose on 400 kV overhead line Arad – Mintia.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical distance protection relay 7SA513 provided fast, reliable and selective clearance off the single phase ground fault occurred. Throughout a fault in the network the magnitudes of the instantaneous values are stored and are available for subsequent fault analysis.

Besides the mentioned short-circuit protection function, further protection functions can be incorporated: overvoltage protection, circuit failure breaker protection, out-of-step protection, power swing blocking of distance protection. For a quick location of the damaged area after a fault, a fault locator is available which can compensate for the influences of a parallel line and load current.
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